
 

From To Duration What Who 

9:00 AM 9:30 AM 0:30 Registration  

9:30 AM 10:00 AM 0:30 Session opening and welcome speeches Session opening: 

- Franc Matjaž (Tičo) Zupančič (SDBP Ambassador) 

 
Welcome speeches by: 
- Zdravko Počivalšek, Minister (Ministry of Economic Development and Technology, Slovenia) 
- Iztok Grmek, Acting Director-General (Directorate for Economic and Public Diplomacy, Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs, Slovenia) 

- Marco Hennis, Ambassador (Netherlands embassy in Slovenia) 

- Prof. Metka Tekavčič (Dean of the Faculty of Economics, University of Ljubljana 

- Maja Tomanič Vidovič , Director (Slovene Enterprise Fund) 

10:00 AM 10:30 AM 0:30 Invited speeches - Anushka Driessen-Harkhoe (Growfield) : Futureproof - Key Pillars for Successful Commercialisation of 

innovation with a business approach - a perspective from the Netherlands 

- Ajda Cuderman, Director (SPIRIT Slovenia) 

10:30 AM 11:15 AM 0:45 Panel 1: Innovation Commercialisation 

This theme is focused on giving clarity on the principles of innovation commercialisation 

with startups and small enterprises, as well as innovating with larger corporations. The 

central point of focus is ‘innovation’ itself. Innovation is nowadays seen as the new 

norm, a standard. But what is a meaningful innovation? Where does value really derive 

from, knowing that we have to keep an eye on increasing efficiency, circular business 

models and the benefits to our environment, as well as competition who struggles 

within the exact same scope! When everybody tries to innovate, innovation cycles 

become so short, that even speed is necessary to survive. Event speakers will sketch 

the climate of innovation and share their thoughts on how to embed more meaningful 

entrepreneurship. 

Research Question: What is the crux to a valuable innovation practice? 

- Jernej Pintar (Technology Park Ljubljana): Public-Private Partnerships challenges in Slovenia 

- Danny Peters (Conexperience): Customer life-time value & User-centric approach 

- Marko Grobelnik (Institut »Jožef Stefan«): Unesco center AI 

- Marko Hren (Government Office for Development and European Cohesion Policy): Slovenian 

Smart Specialisation Strategy is already discovering winning partnerships  

- Emilija Stojmenova Duh (Digital Innovation Hub Slovenia & Smart Villages & FabLab Slovenia): 
Accelerating innovation through the international collaboration of the universities and the sustainable economy  

- Mojca Drevenšek (iEnergy Open Knowledge Platform): Tremendous potential of the iEnergy project and 

iEnergy's globalizing path 

11:15 AM 11:45 AM 0:30 Coffee break & exhibition: Strategic Research & Innovation Partnerships, speed dating - 

New Partnerships 

 

11:45 AM 12:45 PM 1:00 Panel 2: Future of the Living Environment 

This theme is focused on showing the potential to our future homes, workplaces and 

how our environmental footprint is essential part in this future. Further developing our 

circular economy asks us to efficiently use our natural resources, and become thought 

leaders on the life cycles of our resources. Eventually, this influences our own vitality: 

next generations’ health and well-being is influenced by the harmony between people’s 

working and living environment. 

Research question: What are the new parameters to our vitality? 

- Ladeja Košir (Circular Change & European Circular Economy Stakeholder Platform): Circular Economy - time 

for systemic and innovative solutios. 

- Alessandro Tan (Ecoboard International): Circular building blocks for houses and furniture 

- The Newmakers: LEGO for buildings * 

- Andrej Mertelj (Pantheon Farming): Integration of data in the organic farming sector 

- Mateja Mešl (Pulp and Paper institute): How to better utilize our resources- »Potential of biomass for 

development of advanced materials and bio-based products« 

- Aleksandra Lobnik  (IOS, d.o.o.) : RESYNTEX 

- Bart Stegeman (Skaza): The future of plastic is in our hands 

- Devid Palčič (Robotina): COS – Cognitive Optimization System for buildings 

- Franc Bogovič (European parlament) & Lambert van Nistelrooi (video speech) 

12:45 PM 1:00 PM 0:15 Inspirational talk: The way towards success  

1:00 PM 1:30 PM 0:30 Slovenian innovation environment & CCIS Innovation Awards 2019: presentation of the 

competition and winners 

- Aleš Ugovšek, Head of Technology Development and Innovation (Chamber of Commerce and Industry of 

Slovenia) 

1:30 PM 2:00 PM 0:30 CCIS Innovation Awards 2019: presentation of two selected winners - Eva Štraser (EveGreen): 100% bio-degradable flower pot made from cereal waste  

- Franc Dolenc (Mediainteractive): Mobile collaborative educational environment for emergency medical care 

2:00 PM 3:00 PM 1:00 Lunch & exhibition: Strategic Research & Innovation Partnerships, speed dating - New 

Partnerships 

 

3:00 PM 3:30 PM 0:30 Launch of a Slovenian-Dutch Digital Business Collaboration Environment  

3:30 PM 4:30 PM 1:00 Panel 3: Future of smart connections, including tourism 

This theme focuses on the way society connects with each other. Since the costs to 

travel are getting lower and tourism is increasing, the question how countries organize 

and manage connections is becoming more relevant. As the result of no smart 

connections, tourism mainly targets the already overly crowded capitals, so now the 

focus lays on how we could spread tourism efficiently across the country, to increase 

the well-being of our cities, citizens and nature. For both Slovenia and The Netherlands, 

tourism is taken as a side topic in the subject of smart connections. Here we talk about 

the future of mobile communities and how they transport. Experienced speakers will 

speak on how to utilize data beneficially for our communities, and how IoT finds his 

grounds in community-thinking to decrease our costs to information. 

Research question: What are the design principles of smart connections? 

- Milena Čerrnilogar-Radež (Ministry of Infrastructure, Slovenia): Mobility Strategy 

- Rob Chirstiaanse, Lecturer (Nyenrode): Smart Mobility 

- Darko Levičar (ACS+) & Peter Habjan (Emicon): an innovative product created under the auspices of the 

EDISON partnership in collaboration with the members of SRIP ACS +, the mobile e-bike station 

- Simon Ražman (3port): “Boja Vida” project and the potential of an integrated monitoring of Slovenian Sea 

and the potential of extending the project across borders 

- Matej Čer (Avant2go): Sharing mobility 

- Marjan Beltram (Nomago) : The new business model of multi-modal integration and providing quality and 

personalized service by complementary providers of smart and sustainable road transport solutions 

- Nuša Pavlinjek (ROTO) : Electric River&Lake&Sea mobility 

- Andrej Planina (Špica International d.o.o.): Decreasing road congestions with digital logistics platform for 

freight transport LogChain 

- Matevž Straus (Arctur): Tourism 4.0: Heritage+ 

4:30 PM 5:00 PM 0:30 Roundtable »It's time to market« Ecosystem Topics: 

- Which Competences need to be strategically supported for successful Innovation Commercialisation 

- Creative Path to education and collaboration for speeding up the process of development and Innovation 

Commercialisation 

- With which available resources and how we can make rapid and measurable changes by connecting with 

stakeholders from both countries 

 
Moderator: 

- Rob Chirstiaanse, Lecturer (Nyenrode): Smart Mobility 

 
Participants: 

- Romana Jordan (Institut »Jožef Stefan«) 

- Matej Zalar (SID banka) 

- Ajda Cuderman (SPIRIT Slovenia) 

- Tanja Dmitrović (Vice-rector of the University of Ljubljana for the field of knowledge transfer) 

- Miha Škerlavaj (University of Ljubljana, School of Economics and Business) 

- Anushka Driessen-Harkhoe (GrowField) 

- Boris Cizelj (SIS EGIZ) 

- Gregor Cuzak (HealthDay.si,  ECHAlliance - International Ecosystem Coordinator) 

5:00 PM   Conference closing  

 

 


